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An English to Spanish dictionary perfect for language learners of all skill levels. 40,000 entries and

50,000 translations with new translations and new words and phrases added across a variety of

fields including technology, lifestyle, food, and science. Extensive coverage of Latin American

Spanish. Pronunciations in International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Special sections include English

numbers and abbreviations and Irregular English Verbs.Note that this dictionary translates from

English to Spanish only. If you wish to look up Spanish words, please purchase the companion

volume Merriam-Webster's Spanish-English Translation Dictionary. Compatible with Kindle Voyage,

Kindle Paperwhite, Kindle, Kindle Fire with Fire OS 4+, Kindle Keyboard, Kindle Touch, Kindle DX,

Kindle for Android (version 4.0+), and Kindle for iPad/iPhone (version 4.0+). Default dictionary

feature is not supported on Kindle for Mac, Kindle for PC, or Kindle Fire 1st/2nd generation.Un

diccionario de inglÃƒÂ©s a espaÃƒÂ±ol ideal para los aprendices de idiomas de todos los niveles

de aptitud. 40,000 entradas y 50,000 traducciones con la adiciÃƒÂ³n de traducciones nuevas y

palabras y frases nuevas de una variedad de ÃƒÂ¡mbitos incluyendo tecnologÃƒÂa, estilo de vida,

comida y las ciencias. Cobertura extensa del espaÃƒÂ±ol latinoamericano. Pronunciaciones

segÃƒÂºn el Alfabeto FonÃƒÂ©tico Internacional. Secciones especiales incluyen nÃƒÂºmeros y

abreviaturas en inglÃƒÂ©s y verbos irregulares en inglÃƒÂ©s.Compatible con Kindle Voyage,

Kindle Paperwhite, Kindle, Kindle Fire con Fire OS 4+, Kindle Keyboard, Kindle Touch, Kindle DX,

Kindle para Android (versiÃƒÂ³n 4.0+), y Kindle para iPad/iPhone (versiÃƒÂ³n 4.0+).

CaracterÃƒÂstica del diccionario predeterminado no soportada en Kindle para Mac, Kindle para

PC, ni Kindle Fire 1a/2a generaciÃƒÂ³n.
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I bought this dictionary along with a Spanish-English version. It's pretty easy to use, as it works just

like the dictionaries already loaded on you Kindle. When putting a word in, it give you the direct

translation as well as using it in a sentence in both Spanish and English.Verbs are a little tougher,

as it just gives you the infinitive form and a sentence using the infinitive form most of the time. If you

want to look up a common phrase, this book probably isn't what you want. There are books out

there that teach you and translate phrases on your Kindle.

I was looking for an an english-spanish dictionary than could be used on kindle books read on Ipad

devices for translations inline, (giving the meaning of each word while reading just by selecting it).

This is not exactly that but mostly solve the problem by showing the meaning of selected words on

the top of the page, as it can be selected as "default dictionary".

Good purchase. Definitions are short and sweet and to the point.

Ok, I've edited my review. About the troubles changing the default dictionary settings, I admit it, my

fault. The diccionary was ok and I've been able replace Oxford dictionary with this one.Why four

stars?. Well, for me, the dictionary is tiny in words as in definitions. I've missed more examples of

use of the words, and some technical words don't appear. But has an affordable cost so the

relationship quality / cost is very good.I think this dictionary is very suitable for novels, but less for

technical or scientific books

I went to B&N to check if I like the print version (same price!) I thought it's okay! but when I bought

the kindle edition I realized that it's just English to Spanish! The print version has both ways!!! I had

to download the Spanish to English too. And pay again - sucks!!



I don't know if i can't use my kindlefire but is impossible seek a specific word when i try to find any

word the dictionary start to seek all the definitions which contain the word, sorry for my mistakes but

english isn't my native language.

Limited

Great Product!!
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